APPLICATION FOR SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW ON A RESEARCH PROJECT SPONSORED BY PHOENIX PHARMACEUTICAL LLC., USA

Applications are invited for ONE Senior Research fellow on a project sponsored by Phoenix Pharmaceutical LLC., USA on “Formulation of Controlled and Novel Drug Delivery System” under the supervision of Prof Padma V. Devarajan.

Qualifications: M. Pharm GATE qualified candidates would be given preference. Candidates with industrial experience in the Development of Controlled and Novel Drug Delivery System would be given preference.

Stipend: 20,000/- per month fixed.

Duration: Two years extendable for one more year based on progress.

Selected candidates will be permitted to register for Ph. D. (Tech) with Prof Padma V. Devarajan, in keeping with the existing ICT admission procedures.

Applications (hard copies) on plain paper, clearly stating their experience, along with photocopies of necessary certificates should be sent to Prof Padma V Devarajan, Head, Dept of Pharmaceutical Sci and Technology, ICT, N.P. marg, Matunga, Mumbai 400 019 with the envelope marked Research Project PVD. The shortlisted candidates would be called for interview by email notification, hence kindly include e-mail address in the application.

No T.A./ D.A. will be provided for the interview.

Last date for receiving applications is Wednesday 25th March 2015

DEAN – RCRM